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Integrity Knights are not about to let them reach the top. Meanwhile, Kirito
has learned the dark history of the Underworld and the true stakes of the
battle they're fighting, and every step toward Alice brings him closer to an
impossible decision...

Sword Art Online 12 (light novel)-Reki Kawahara 2017-12-19 READ THE
NOVEL THAT IGNITED THE PHENOMENON! After a brief respite, Kirito
and Eugeo set off again to climb Central Cathedral-but the powerful
Integrity Knights are not about to let them reach the top. Meanwhile, Kirito
has learned the dark history of the Underworld and the true stakes of the
battle they're fighting, and every step toward Alice brings him closer to an
impossible decision...

Sword Art Online Progressive 1-Reki Kawahara 2015-03-24 "There's no
way to beat this game. The only difference is when and where you die..."
One month has passed since Akihiko Kayaba's deadly game began, and the
body count continues to rise. Two thousand players are already dead. Kirito
and Asuna are two very different people, but they both desire to fight alone.
Nonetheless, they find themselves drawn together to face challenges from
both within and without. Given that the entire virtual world they now live in
has been created as a deathtrap, the surviving players of Sword Art Online
are starting to get desperate, and desperation makes them dangerous to
loners like Kirito and Asuna. As it becomes clear that solitude equals
suicide, will the two be able to overcome their differences to find the
strength to believe in each other, and in so doing survive? Sword Art Online:
Progressive is a new version of the Sword Art Online tale that starts at the
beginning of Kirito and Asuna's epic adventure--on the very first level of the
deadly world of Aincrad!

Sword Art Online 13 (light novel)-Reki Kawahara 2018-04-24 Following a
mighty clash, Kirito and Eugeo find themselves separated for the last leg of
their journey to the top of Central Cathedral. Kirito, forced into an unlikely
alliance with Alice the Integrity Knight, continues his climb from the
outside, while trying not to fall to his death. At the same time, Eugeo must
face off against the Integrity Knight Commander himself, Bercouli Synthesis
One! Although the journey is nearing its end, they'll soon learn that the
cathedral is still full of surprises...

Sword Art Online 12 (light novel)-Reki Kawahara 2017-12-19 READ THE
NOVEL THAT IGNITED THE PHENOMENON! After a brief respite, Kirito
and Eugeo set off again to climb Central Cathedral-but the powerful
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2015-03-24 Having defeated General Eugene of the salamanders and aided
the alliance between sylphs and cait siths by protecting their leaders, Kirito
and Leafa reach Alne, the town at the foot of the World Tree, at long last.
But before they can tackle the tree--and their main objective--server
maintenance begins, and they are forced to log out. Back in the real world,
Kazuto and Suguha Kirigaya, each unaware of the other's in-game identity,
pay a visit to Asuna Yuuki, who still lies asleep in her hospital room. While
there, Suguha suffers a terrible shock when she realizes just how strongly
her beloved brother cares for Asuna. Meanwhile Asuna, still imprisoned
atop the World Tree within the game world of ALfheim Online, sets her
escape plan in motion... The adventure in ALO finally reaches its climax!
Enjoy the conclusion of the Fairy Dance arc in this massive final volume!

Sword Art Online 21 (light Novel)-Reki Kawahara 2021-01-05 It's been a
month since Kirito and Asuna returned from the Underworld. Together
again with Alice, who managed to secure a life in the real world, it should've
been happily ever after...But, as luck would have it, the three find
themselves involved in a VRMMO by the name of Unital Ring, and all their
stats have been reset to level one! It's time for Kirito to put his experience
to the test in a genuine Survival MMO!

Sword Art Online 16 (light novel)-Reki Kawahara 2019-05-21 Fiftythousand troops led by Gabriel Miller, aka Emperor Vecta, the God of
Darkness prepare to invade the human lands defended by Bercouli and his
army of five thousand. Kirito, still out of commission, is left in the care of
Ronie and Tiese. Chancellor of the dark mages guild Dee Eye Ell also
threatens to vanquish the army by launching a large-scale magical attack of
her own. And in the midst of chaos, the one who appears to turn the tide of
battle is none other than... Asuna?!

Sword Art Online Progressive 6 (light novel)-Reki Kawahara 2019-07-09
"...CAST ASIDE YOUR DISTRACTIONS AND MAINTAIN THE TRANQUILITY
OF YOUR HEART." At long last, Kirito and Asuna have reunited with Kizmel
the dark elf, and everything is as it should be...Well, almost everything. As
the three continue the Elf War campaign and hunt for the remaining sacred
keys, they're met with one surprise after another. Between the assassination
attempts, off-script scenarios, and AI that seem a little too lifelike, Kirito
can't help but wonder if this is the same game he beta tested! And if that
wasn't enough, a shocking development allows the Curse of Stachion
questline to finally come to an end-but not before the party receives another
unwelcome visit from a PK agitator! Sword Art Online: Progressive, a new
version of the Sword Art Online tale that chronicles the entirety of Kirito
and Asuna's epic adventure through Aincrad, continues!

Sword Art Online 11 (light novel)-Reki Kawahara 2017-08-22 Two years
into Kirito and Eugeo's quest to reach the Central Cathedral, the pair have
finally become elite disciples at the North Centoria Imperial Swordcraft
Academy. Now all that's left to do is train for the next tournament, build
their relationships with their trainee pages, and do so without violating the
Taboo Index. But just because this peaceful world is governed by law and
order doesn't mean evil can't fester below the surface...and when it comes
time to choose between the rules and what's right, Kirito and Eugeo
discover the darker secrets of the Underworld.

Sword Art Online Progressive, Vol. 5 (manga)-Reki Kawahara
2017-03-21 It's time for the "real" SAO--the third floor! Kirito and Asuna are
hardly out the door when they stumble upon the start of the Elf War quest.
When they decide to side with the elite dark elf Kizmel, they're set on a path
that will push them harder than ever before. But together, nothing can stop
them...right?
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Sword Art Online Progressive, Vol. 1 (manga)-Reki Kawahara
2015-01-20 Yuuki Asuna was a top student who spent her days studying at
cram school and preparing for her high school entrance exams--but that was
before she borrowed her brother's virtual reality game system and wound
up trapped in Sword Art Online with ten thousand other frightened players.
As time passes, Asuna fears what will become of her life outside the fantasy
realm--the failure she might be seen as in the eyes of her peers and parents.
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Unwilling to wait on the sidelines for more experienced gamers to beat the
game, Asuna employs her study habits to learn the mechanics of the game-and swordplay. Her swiftness impresses Kirito, a professional gamer who
invites Asuna to join the best players on the front line. Is Asuna ready to
swap class rankings for player rankings and join Kirito?

Sword Art Online 9 (light novel)-Reki Kawahara 2017-07-25 Kirito
awakens in a vast, fantastical forest filled with towering trees. In his search
for clues to the truth of his surroundings, he encounters a young boy who
seems to know him. He ought to be a simple NPC, but the depth of his
emotions seem no different than a human. As they search for the boy's
parents, Kirito finds a peculiar memory returning to him. A memory from his
own childhood, of this boy and a girl, too, with golden hair, and a name he
should have never forgotten--Alice.

Sword Art Online Progressive Barcarolle of Froth, Vol. 1 (manga)Reki Kawahara 2020-10-06 Though the fourth floor of Aincrad was supposed
to be only a dreary, driedup riverbed, it's been transformed into a lattice of
countless canals! Kiritoand Asuna will need a gondola if they want to
continue forward...

Sword Art Online 10 (light novel)-Reki Kawahara 2017-07-25 Two years
after waking up in a mysterious fantasy world, Kirito and his oddly human
NPC friend, Eugeo, continue their quest to become Integrity Knights--and
find Alice, who disappeared so long ago and yet has somehow lingered in
the back of Kirito's mind. Their journey takes them to the Imperial
Swordcraft Academy, where they must train to become two of the top
twelve seats in the class to have even a hope of seeing Alice again.
Meanwhile, as Asuna desperately searches for Kazuto Kirigaya, she
stumbles across the deeper secret of his new world...

Sword Art Online 1: Aincrad-Reki Kawahara 2014-04-22 Read the novel
that ignited the phenomenon! In the year 2022, gamers rejoice as Sword Art
Online - a VRMMORPG (Virtual Reality Massively Multiplayer Online Role
Playing Game) like no other - debuts, allowing players to take full advantage
of the ultimate in gaming technology: NerveGear, a system that allows users
to completely immerse themselves in a wholly realistic gaming experience.
But when the game goes live, the elation of the players quickly turns to
horror as they discover that, for all its amazing features, SAO is missing one
of the most basic functions of any MMORPG - a log-out button. Now trapped
in the virtual world of Aincrad, their bodies held captive by NerveGear in
the real world, users are issued a chilling ultimatum: conquer all one
hundred floors of Aincrad to regain your freedom. But in the warped world
of SAO, "game over" means certain death - both virtual and real...

Sword Art Online: Fairy Dance, Vol. 2 (manga)-Reki Kawahara
2014-11-18 Kirito jumps into a new VRMMORPG called ALfheim Online
(ALO) in search of Asuna, who still hasn't regained consciousness. On his
quest to find the World Tree and reach Asuna, he meets a sylph girl named
Leafa. A veteran player experienced with the sword, Leafa recognizes that
Kirito is motivated by serious circumstances and decides to help him.
But...Leafa's identity in the real world is Suguha Kirigaya--Kirito's sister.
And it's the glimmer of her beloved brother she sees in Kirito that prompts
her to lend him a hand. Now, despite the conflicting interests guiding them
on, the pair set off on a journey to the World Tree!!

Sword Art Online Alternative Gun Gale Online, Vol. 2 (light novel)Reki Kawahara 2018-09-18 Though the official announcement of the second
Squad Jam has come out, Karen Kohiruimaki barely shows any interest at
all, despite being the champion of the first ferocious battle royale. Or at
least, that was true right up to the moment she receives a cryptic message
from a creepy stalker who informs her that on the night of the next Squad
Jam, someone will die. Now, LLENN needs to take up arms and cut through
her inexplicable anguish to prevent her worst fears from coming true!
sword-art-online-vol-12

Sword Art Online Progressive, Vol. 7 (manga)-Reki Kawahara
2018-12-11 The mysterious player Morte has manipulated the human guilds
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into fighting on BOTH sides of the Elf War! While Kirito challenges him to a
duel, Asuna has an important task of her own: steal the battle plans from
the Forest Elves so she can end this quest before it turns deadly. They need
to stop the war before anyone loses their life--permanently!

2016-06-28 Asuna joins forces with the Sleeping Knights guild in their quest
to defeat a major boss, but inwardly, she struggles with her ongoing
attachment to the VRMMO game. When the time for battle arrives, will she
be ready? And when Yuuki's secret is revealed, what will the consequences
be?

Sword Art Online: Girls' Ops-Reki Kawahara 2015-05-19 The virtual
world of ALfheim Online might not be literally deadly, but there's still plenty
of tough adventuring to be had. The trio of Liz, Silica, and Leafa set out on a
quest for a magical ring but immediately run into monsters tougher than
they expected. A certain black-clothed swordsman comes to their rescue-but it's not Kirito?! It seems the "game of death" has had lingering
emotional effects on everyone, and even the survivors bear scars. But the
trio have gotten through tough times before, and they're not gonna let a
buffed boss stand between them and their goal! Even if they succeed in
finishing the quest, though, will they be able to heal the mysterious swordwielder's broken heart...? Join Liz, Silica, and Leafa on a new adventure
that's all their own!

Sword Art Online: Aincrad (manga)-Reki Kawahara 2014-03-25 In the
year 2022, gamers rejoice as Sword Art Online - a VRMMORPG (Virtual
Reality Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game) like no other debuts, allowing players to take full advantage of the ultimate in gaming
technology: NerveGear, a system that allows users to completely immerse
themselves in a wholly realistic gaming experience. But when the game
goes live, the elation of the players quickly turns to horror as they discover
that, for all its amazing features, SAO is missing one of the most basic
functions of any MMORPG - a log-out button. Now trapped in the virtual
world of Aincrad, their bodies held captive by NerveGear in the real world,
users are issued a chilling ultimatum: conquer all one hundred floors of
Aincrad to regain your freedom. But in the warped world of SAO, "Game
Over" means certain death - both virtual and real...

Sword Art Online: Mother's Rosary, Vol. 3 (manga)-Reki Kawahara
2017-09-19 Yuuki's sudden disappearance has left Asuna bereft. It had
seemed like everyone was having such a good time-what did she do
wrong...? She turns to Kirito in her search for answers, but she may end up
wishing she'd never pulled on that thread. The most heartbreaking arc in
SAO comes to a tearful conclusion...!

Sword Art Online Alternative Gun Gale Online, Vol. 6 (light novel)Reki Kawahara 2020-02-18 A month after the end of the third Squad Jam, a
mysterious email is sent to former contestants all across the country. The
email contains an invitation to brand-new game, and only the top
contenders from the past three Squad Jams are allowed to participate! With
objective of capturing bases as opposed to an all-out deathmatch, this new
game mode has a completely different feel from Squad Jam. A fitting stage
for the long-awaited rematch with SHINC!

Sword Art Online 19 (light novel)-Reki Kawahara 2020-04-21 After threehundred years of turmoil, a new era begins for the Underworld. A lost child
of Vecta, who seemed to appear out of nowhere, has defeated the Dark God
and cemented peace for all the realm. But at the heart of human lands, atop
Central Cathedral, Ronie Arabel, newly promoted to Integrity Knight
apprentice, receives foreboding words from Kirito. "War will come again."

Sword Art Online 17 (light novel)-Reki Kawahara 2019-10-29 Read the
novel that ignited the phenomenon! The final stress test bleeds into its
second day. Driven to desperation by the Integrity Knights' coordinated
assault, the Dark Army reveals the ace up their sleeve! Critter, who has
been observing the battle from the Ocean Turtle, has successfully created a

Sword Art Online: Mother's Rosary, Vol. 2 (manga)-Reki Kawahara
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gateway into the Underworld and masked it as an invitation to "an open
beta test for a new, unannounced VRMMO." This digital invite bolsters the
ranks of the Dark Army by the tens of thousands! Having already been
pushed to her limits, the thought of taking on a fresh wave of bloodthirsty
enemies fills Asuna with dread. But just when it seems like all is lost, two
new deities of the Underworld appear to take up the fight: the Sun Goddess,
Solus, and Terraria, the Earth Goddess. And the ones in possession of these
super-accounts are none other than Sinon and Leafa!

sister, Suguha, sadly looks on, Kazuto continues to visit Asuna in the
hospital in the hope of finding answers. But when one day he meets a man
claiming to be Asuna's fiancé, Kazuto fears that Asuna may be lost to him
forever... That is until a fellow survivor of SAO taken form the latest
VRMMORPG sensation, ALfheim Online - a screenshot that features
someone being held captive who looks entirely too much like Asuna! His
hope renewed, Kirito dives headlong into an all-new virtual adventure, but
can true love conquer the game?!

Sword Art Online 5: Phantom Bullet (light novel)-Reki Kawahara
2017-06-27 READ THE NOVEL THAT IGNITED THE PHENOMENON! Kirito
reenters the world of VRMMOs, this time logging in to Gun Gale Online in
order to investigate the Death Gun, an in-game item rumored to be
responsible for real-world deaths. He immediately runs into trouble when,
after transferring his old avatar into the new game, he discovers that he
looks a bit more feminine than he'd anticipated! With the help of Sinon the
sniper, he enters the Bullet of Bullets tournament and tries to adapt his old
skills to the new gun-based combat of Gun Gale Online. He'll need every
friend he can get and every trick in the book, though, to learn the truth
about the Death Gun!

Sword Art Online Calibur-Reki Kawahara 2017-12-19 The goddess Urd is
in danger, and only Kirito and his friends can save her! The evil frost giants
have invaded her homeland of Jotunheim, bringing death and destruction in
their wake. The linchpin of it all is the frost giant king's sword-the legendary
weapon Excalibur! If Kirito's crew can make it to the end of the dungeon
and pull the sword from the stone, peace will be brought to the land once
more!

Sword Art Online Alternative Gun Gale Online, Vol. 2 (manga)-Reki
Kawahara 2018-07-24 Karen is living her best life, getting to play as her
cute chibi avatar Llenn in the VR game Gun Gale Online. She becomes fast
friends with mysterious woman Pitohui, who invites her to an in-game event
called the Squad Jam. But Karen won't be teamed up with her new friendinstead she gets paired with the stern and silent M. Not 10 minutes into the
event, they get surrounded by a hail of gunfire! Will they be able to hold
their own as a two-man team against squads with actual military training...?
Hey, wasn't this supposed to be just a game?!

Sword Art Online Alternative Gun Gale Online, Vol. 1 (manga)-Reki
Kawahara 2017-11-14 Karen Kohiruimaki always felt out of place in the real
world. Due to her extreme height, she found it hard to make friends with
other girls her age. Everything changes when she's introduced to VR and
Gun Gale Online. In GGO, Karen is free to play the cute, chibi avatar of her
dreams! Can Karen find friendship in this bullet-ridden MMO...?

Sword Art Online Alternative Gun Gale Online, Vol. 1 (light novel)Reki Kawahara 2018-06-26 A Brand-New Battlefield Awaits!Karen
Kohiruimaki is a college student who stands at an imposing six feet. While
her complex about her height makes it hard for her to make friends in the
real world, the VRMMO Gun Gale Online changes everything. Now
equipped with her ideal "mini" avatar and clad in a pink battle suit, Karen is
ready to shoot up the world of GGO as Llenn! Before long, she meets the

Sword Art Online: Fairy Dance, Vol. 1 (manga)-Reki Kawahara
2014-06-24 Kazuto Kirigaya (aka Kirito) has beaten Sword Art Online, a
VRMMORPG that transformed into a literal game of death, and returned to
the real world. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for Asuna Yuuki (aka
Asuna the Flash), the girl with whom Kirito fell in love in the virtual world of
Aincrad but who has yet to awaken from her game-induced slumber. As his
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beautiful Pitohui, and the two rare female players become fast friends. Little
does Llenn know that this friendship is the key to her entry in the first-ever
Squad Jam, a team-based battle royale that echoes the famous Bullet of
Bullets tournament...

Accel World, Vol. 12 (light novel)-Reki Kawahara 2017-12-19 PREPARE
FOR A FULL DIVE! A new hotshot Burst Linker appears, taking down Silver
Crow. Haruyuki, still struggling to obtain the Theoretical Mirror ability, sees
Wolfram Cerberus as a roadblock in his larger quest to become stronger
and defeat the Archangel Metatron. He soon meets Chocolat Puppeteer, a
duel avatar made out of...chocolate?! With her help, will Silver Crow finally
grow into the fighter all seven Legions need to successfully carry out their
mission against Metatron?

Sword Art Online - Novel 01-Reki Kawahara 2015-03-09

Aincrad. Sword art online-Reki Kawahara 2013
Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation Vol. 1-Rifujin na Magonote
2016-01-01 '" Just when an unemployed thirty-four-year-old otaku reaches a
dead end in life and decides that it''s time to turn over a new leaf—he gets
run over by a truck and dies! Shockingly, he finds himself reborn into an
infant''s body in a strange, new world of swords and magic. His new identity
is Rudeus Grayrat, but he still retains the memories of his previous life.
Follow Rudeus from infancy to adulthood, as he struggles to redeem himself
in a wondrous yet dangerous world. "'

Sword Art Online 4: Fairy Dance (light novel)-Reki Kawahara
2015-04-21 Read the novel that ignited the phenomenon! Kirito plunges into
a suspicious new VRMMORPG called ALfheim Online to rescue Asuna, who
never returned from Sword Art Online. ALO offers many features to
entertain players in the wake of SAO: ultra-high-end graphics, action-heavy
gameplay, a choice of fairy races, and a next-generation flight engine.
Playing as a spriggan, Kirito heads for the location of Asuna's prison--the
top of the World Tree, the final destination of every player in the game!
Along the way, Kirito nearly falls to a plot hatched by the enemy
salamanders, just barely surviving the ordeal with the help of a sylph named
Leafa and his Navigation Pixie, Yui. But just as Kirito and Leafa make it to
the foot of the World Tree, the end of their quest in sight, each realizes the
other has a very big secret...

Sword Art Online Progressive 3-Reki Kawahara 2015-10-27 "Here we go,
Asuna! Hang on tight! Tilnel, launch!"Having said their good-byes to the
mysterious elven knight Kizmel, Kirito and Asuna set their sights on the
fourth floor of Aincrad. But once they open the door, they find the way
forward blocked by a powerfully flowing river. The updated version of the
fourth floor has been changed into a water world! When they finally arrive
at the floor's town, they're greeted by chalk-white streets and countless
gondolas of all sizes. To navigate this place, Kirito and Asuna will need their
own gondola--but getting one will involve confronting an eight-meter-tall
beast of flame: Magnaterium...And that's only the beginning of the
difficulties the fourth floor of Aincrad has in store! Sword Art Online:
Progressive, a new version of the Sword Art Online tale chronicling the
entirety of Kirito and Asuna's epic adventure through Aincrad, continues!

Sword Art Online 13 (light novel)-Reki Kawahara 2018-04-24 Following a
mighty clash, Kirito and Eugeo find themselves separated for the last leg of
their journey to the top of Central Cathedral. Kirito, forced into an unlikely
alliance with Alice the Integrity Knight, continues his climb from the
outside, while trying not to fall to his death. At the same time, Eugeo must
face off against the Integrity Knight Commander himself, Bercouli Synthesis
One! Although the journey is nearing its end, they'll soon learn that the
cathedral is still full of surprises...

Sword Art Online Alternative Gun Gale Online, Vol. 2 (light novel)Reki Kawahara 2018-09-18 Though the official announcement of the second
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Squad Jam has come out, Karen Kohiruimaki barely shows any interest at
all, despite being the champion of the first ferocious battle royale. Or at
least, that was true right up to the moment she receives a cryptic message
from a creepy stalker who informs her that on the night of the next Squad
Jam, someone will die. Now, LLENN needs to take up arms and cut through
her inexplicable anguish to prevent her worst fears from coming true!

2016-03-22 While Nezha attempts to atone for his misdeeds, the battle
against Sword Art Online's second-floor boss begins! Kirito's uneasy alliance
with the other front-runners seems to be holding, but what will happen
when the floor boss corners them? Can Nezha rise to the occasion and seize
a hero's prize?

Sword Art Online Progressive, Vol. 4 (manga)-Reki Kawahara
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